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Abstract :  This paper about free space optical communication with different channel. It is last mile 

communication system. In this kind of communication, we get better data rate compare to optical fiber 

communication. In free space optical lognormal, gama gama, IK and K channel model is used. We compare 

all channel performance with two different relay selection method like Best SNR and nearest neighbor 

selection scheme. With help of simulation 

 

Index Terms – lognormal, SNR, GamaGama, K channel. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Bridging the so-called “last mile” in communication networks has revived keen interest in free-Space Optics 

(FSO), also known as fiber-free or fibreless optics, which is a technology that transports data via laser 

technology. It is a line-of-sight technology that currently enables optical transmission up to 2.5 Gbps of data, 

voice and video through the air at long distances (4km), allowing optical connectivity without deploying fiber-

optic cable or securing spectrum licenses. It is moving closer to being a realistic alternative to laying fiber in 

access networks. [2] 

A free-space optical link consists of 2 optical transceivers accurately aligned to each other with a clear line-

of-sight. Typically, the optical transceivers are mounted on building rooftops or behind windows. These 

transceivers consist of a laser transmitter and a detector to provide full duplex capability [10]. It works over 

distances of several hundred meters to a few kilometers. Figure 1 shows 10 Gbps FSO link by MRV 

Comnmunication.Laser and LED use for transmitter and photodiode and Avalanche Diode as receiver. It is 

necessary Line of Sight is necessary. Optical transmitter and receiver mounted on building rooftop or behind 

the window of building. 
. 

II. FREE SPACE OPTICAL COMMUNICATION 

Optical wireless communication has emerged as a viable technology for next generation indoor and outdoor 

broadband wireless application 

. It is indoor and outdoor wireless communication. Applications range from short-range wireless 

communication links providing network access to portable computers, to last-mile links bridging gaps between 

end users and existing fiber optic communications backbones, and even laser communications in outer-space 

links [1]. Indoor optical wireless communication is also called wireless infrared communication, [4] while 

outdoor optical wireless communication is commonly known as free space optical (FSO) communication. In 

applying wireless infrared communication, non-directed links, which do not require precise alignment between 

transmitter and receiver, are desirable. They can be categorized as either line-of-sight (LOS) or diffuse links. 

LOS links require an unobstructed path for reliable communication, whereas diffuse links rely on multiple 

optical paths from surface reflections. On the other hand, FSO communication usually involves directed LOS 

and point-to-point laser links from transmitter to receiver through the atmosphere. [6] FSO communication 

over few kilometer distances has been demonstrated at multi-Gbps data rates. 

FSO technology offers the potential of broadband communication capacity using unlicensed optical 

wavelengths. However, in-homogeneities in the temperature and pressure of the atmosphere lead to refractive 

index variations along the transmission path. These refractive index variations lead to spatial and temporal 

variations in optical intensity incident on a receiver, resulted in fading. In FSO communication, faded links 

caused by such atmospheric turbulence. In FSO communication, faded links caused by such atmospheric effects 

can cause performance degradation manifested by increased bit error rate (BER) and transmission delays. 
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. 

III. SYSTEM MODEL 

.  

 

 

  
Fig .1 System Model of FSO 

Consider a relay network with one transmit-and-receive pair and R relays as depicted in Figure 3. Every relay 

has one antenna which can be used for both transmission and reception. Denote the channel from the transmitter 

to Relay I as fi and the channel from Relay i to the receiver as gi. Relay i knows its own channels fi and gi, and 

the receiver knows all channels f1. . . fR, g1, . . ., gR. Although the schemes proposed in this paper are valid 

for any channel statistics, for the diversity analysis, we assume that all channels are normalized i.e. Rayleigh 

random variables, i.e., CN (0, 1). Parametric relay selection can work as both single relay selection as well as 

multiple relay selection. [8] 

 
3.1Relay Selection Scheme in FSO. 

 

 A.Best Relay Selection  

In this scheme the relay which has maximum SNR will select. In best SNR relay selection, the relay whose 

path has the maximum SNR will be selected for the cooperation. The selection function for best selection 

SNR scheme is given as: 

 

 

                                           
 

B. Nearest Neighbor Selection  

In nearest neighbor selection, the relay that is the nearest to the base station is selected. Here “The nearest 

relay” is not the spatially nearest relay to the transmitter or receiver, but the relay with the strongest channel 

to the transmitter or receiver means the relay with largest p|fi|2 or pi|gi|2.  The selection function for the 

nearest neighbor relay selection scheme is given as: 

 

 

                                                                    
 

 

 

 

3.2 Lognormal FSO channel 

   

 Due to its simplicity, lognormal distribution is widely used model for the probability density function 

(pdf) of the irradiance. This model is only applicable to weak turbulence conditions and for propagation 

distances less than 100. Considering lognormal model, the pdf of the received optical field I is given as f (I).  

Systematic underestimates the behavior as compared with experimental results. This in turn affects the 

accuracy of performance analysis [16]. 
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3.3 Simulation result 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fig.2 BER Vs. SNR for different relay selection scheme for lognormal channel 

 

 In above simulation result we can conclude that nearest neighbor scheme gives better result means BER is 

combatively low. 

 

 

 
. Fig 3. BER Vs. Power for Nearest neighbor scheme for lognormal channel 

 

In above graph nearest neighbor in Decode and Forward method of Communication gives better result.As in 

this method power consumsption is low compare to Amplify and Forward Method. 

 
Fig 4. BER Vs. Power for Best SNR scheme for lognormal channel 

In above graph BEST SNR in Decode and Forward method of Communication gives better result. As in this 

method power consumption is low compare to Amplify and Forward Method. 
.  
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3.3 CONCLUSION 

Free space optical communication system using cooperative relays has lots of advantages in the mitigation of 

both atmospheric turbulence and path loss effects, where the propagation distance increases these effects and 

the relays shorten the propagation distance. Nearest neighbor method is better option than Best SNR method. 

Decode and Forward method in Communication gives better result. From simulation result for both case BER 

and POWER nearest neighbor method. 
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